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On Semicardinal Quadrature Formulae*

By I. J. Schoenberg and S. D. Sill i man

Abstract. The present paper concerns the semicardinal quadrature formulae introduced

in Part III of the reference [3]. These were the limiting forms of Sard's best quadrature

formulae as the number of nodes increases indefinitely. Here we give a new derivation and

characterization of these formulae. This derivation uses appropriate generating functions

and also allows us to compute the coefficients very accurately.

Introduction.   The present paper is a slightly shortened version of the MRC

report [5]. Let m be a natural number and let

(1) S2+m_i = {Six)}

denote the class of functions S(x) satisfying the three conditions:

(2) Six) E C2m-2(R),

(3) Six) E tT2m-x    in each of the intervals (0, 1), (1,2), • • • ,

(4) Six) E iTin-i     in the interval (— » , 0).

These functions are the so-called natural semicardinal splines of degree 1m — 1.

It was shown in [3, Lemma 5, Section 9] that if

(5) Six)E C,n 7,i(R+),

then
CD

(6) Z \Siv)\ < ».
»-0

It follows that, if B. is a sequence of constants such that

(7) B. = O'l)   asi>-> »,

then the functional

(8) Six) dx - Ya B.Siv)
0 0

is well defined for every S(x) satisfying (5).

In the same paper [3, Theorem 6, Section 10], the following theorem was estab-

lished.
Theorem 1.    We consider a quadrature formula

(9) [   fix) dx = ¿ B.fiv) + Rf
Jo 0
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with perfectly arbitrary constant coefficients B, subject only to the condition (7). Among

these formulae, there is exactly one with the property that

(10) Rf = 0    whenever fix) E SL-i C\ LX(R+).

We denote this unique formula by

(11) [   Kx)dx =   ¿ Hlm)fiv) + Rf
Jo 0

and call it the semicardinal quadrature formula of order m.

For the derivation of (11) by integra ing the semicardinal interpolation formula,

see [3, Section 10], wherein its connection with some conjectures due to L. F. Meyers

and A. Sard concerning best quadrature formulae is explained (see also [4, Lecture 8]).

The purpose of the present note is the accurate computation of the values of the

coefficients H.im) for m = 1, 3, ■ • ■ , 7. The tables of Sections 7 and 8 are based on

computations beautifully performed by Mrs. Julia Gray, of the Computing Staff

of the Mathematics Research Center, on the CDC 3600. They were done in double

precision and all decimals listed should be correct, as we had anywhere from 17 to

24 correct decimals throughout. The zeros of the Euler-Frobenius polynomials of

Section 7 were found by the algorithm due to D. H. Lehmer. It seems of some interest

to observe that

77l7) < 0.

We also give a new proof of Theorem 1 which is simpler than the proof presented

in [3, Section 10] where the main emphasis was in establishing the harder Meyers-

Sard conjectures.

We conclude this Introduction by mentioning two further remarkable semi-

cardinal formulae: The first is the Euler-Maclaurin formula

(12) [   fix) dx = ¿/(0) + /(l) + /(2) + ■ • ■ + £ ~r. /(2r_1)(0) + Rf.
Jo r-i (Z.r)\

The second is the so-called complete semicardinal formula

(13) [   fix) dx =  ¿ ß(.m)K") + Z Alm)fwi0) + Rf.
Jo 0 7-1

Both formulae are uniquely defined among quadrature formulae of their type (i.e.,

when all their terms are provided with arbitrary coefficients subject only to the

condition that the coefficients of f(v) should form a bounded sequence) by the

condition of being exact, hence Rf = 0, whenever f(x) is any spline of degree 1m — 1

in the interval [0, +»), with knots at 1, 2, • • • , such that f(x) E EX{W+). Among

the formulae (11), (12), and (13), the formula (13) is, as a rule, the most accurate

in numerical applications (after an appropriate change of step), while (11) is the

least accurate. The computation of the coefficients of the complete formula (13) is

the subject of Silliman's forthcoming paper [6].

The reader will see that the use of the 5-splines (Section 1) transforms a fairly

formidable problem into one that is within easy reach of the Euler-Laplace method

of generating functions.
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I. The Construction of the Semicardinal Quadrature Formula.

1. B-Splines and Euler-Frobenius Polynomials. Here we collect tools and results

that have proved to be indispensable in the study of cardinal splines. Writing x+ =

max(0, x), the forward B-spline is defined by (see [1, Section 1])

(1.1) Qmix) =-l—— ¿ i-mm)ix - i)?"1       ix E R).
(ni       i )! ,_o \ i /

This is a spline function of degree m — I, with knots at x = 0, 1, • • • , m. The sym-

metry property Qm(x) = Qj(m — x) shows that we may equivalently write it in the

form

(1.2) on(x) = ^^Ç (-i)-'(*)(, -x)r.

This is a frequency function. More precisely,

(1.3) Qmix) > 0    if 0 < x < m,        Qmix) =0    ifx g 0, or x ^  m.

Euler's generating function

(1-4) ^=±7^-,
x — e o   (x — 1)  n!

defines the polynomial nn(x) of degree n — 1, called the Euler-Frobenius polynomial.

For proofs of its properties described below in Lemma 1, we refer to [2, Lemma 7],

Lemma 1.   (i) n„(x) is a reciprocal monk polynomial of degree n — 1 with integer

coefficients satisfying the recurrence relation

(1.5) n„+1(x) = (i + «x)n„(x) + x(i - x)n^(x)     (n,(x) = i).

(ii) The identity

il.6) n„(x)/(l- x)"+1 = ¿ iv + 1YV       (|*| < 1),
0

holds.

(iii) The zeros X„ o/Tln(x) are all simple and negative. We label them so that

(1.7) Xn_, < X„_2 < ••• < X2 < X, < 0.

(iv) The identity

n-1

(1-8) n„(x) = « ! £ QK+1fy + l)x'
0

holds.

The identity (1.8) shows the close relation between Ä-splines and Euler-Frobenius

polynomials. In Section 7, the reader will find the polynomials IIu^^x) and their

zeros for m = 1,3, 4, 5, 6, and 7.

2. A Recurrence Relation. In Sections 2, 3, and 4, we determine the Q.F. (9)

satisfying conditions (7) and (10). To begin with, we ignore condition (7) and argue

as follows.

We integrate the B-spline (1.2) m times so as to preserve the vanishing of the
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function in 'm, + » ). This condition uniquely defines the integral

(2.1) cr(x) = <rm(x) = ¿¿¿-^ ± (- Iffy, - x)2.""1

having the properties

(2.2) cr(m>(x) = Qmix),        a'x) = 0    if x = m.

Moreover, since ßm(x) = 0 if x ^ 0, we conclude that

(2.3) a'x) E «£_, H LX(R+).

Clearly, this property of cr(x) will remain valid if we shift its graph to the right by

an integer amount, hence

(2.4) <r(x - n)E S2+m_, H L,(R+)    for n = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

We conclude: The coefficients B. of an arbitrary Q.F. (9), (7), that enjoys the property

(10), must satisfy the relations

/»n+TTt n+m— 1

(2.5) /        cr(x - tj) c7x =    £    B.<t(u - n)        (n = 0, 1, 2, • • •).

The series on the right side indeed breaks off as indicated because of the second

relation (2.2).

3. The Summation of Certain Power Series. The structure of the relations (2.5)

suggests the use of generating functions for the determination of the B.. Indeed,

the right side of (2.5) is seen to be equal to the coefficient of x"+m_1 in the product

of power series

(3.1) (¿ *.*')(¿ aim- I - v)x-)-

(A) To simplify notations, we define the sequence (s,; v = 0, 1, • ■ •) by

(3.2) s. = i-lTi2m - l)\ aim-l-v)=  ¿ (- l)m+r (m\r - m + 1 + v)2™'1,
7--0 \ r I

or

(3.3) s.= g(-l)*(^)("+l -KÍT1.

Multiplying by x" and summing for v = 0, 1, • • • , we obtain

¿ S.X- = ± i-Dk(fj iiu + i- kfr'x

- Ê(-0*W ¿fr+D—V*».
t_0 \AC/    ,_o

Using (1.6), the right side becomes

= ¿ (-D'Qx'lWiCxVa - xf
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and we finally obtain that

CO

(3.4) £ s.x' = n2m_,(*)/(l - x)m.
0

(B) For the integrand on the left side of (2.5), we find, by (2.1),

^-^=(^^S(-iKr>+"-^)—
whence

(3.5) f+" <r(x -n)dx = —y— £ (-l)'(m)iv + n)2r.
Jo i2m)\ tTq \v /

As in (3.2), we introduce the new quantities

F.+,_, = i-l)mi2m - 1)!  1       <r(x - «) dx
(3.6) Jo

and wish to sum the series
co

(3.7) ^ 7Jn+m_1xn+m_1.

71-0

From (3.6) we obtain

(3.8) 2m ¿ F.*..,*"-1 =  ¿ '-l)m+'(m) ¿ t> + »«V*-1.
n-0 » = 0 \ V /    „.0

while the inside sum is

oo oo

¿^ (v + n)+ x = x       ¿^ (n + ")+ *
n-0 n=-0

= xm" ¿ (/• + 1)2"V - xm- 2 (' + D2mxr
r-0 r-0

= x"-'n2m(x)/(i - x)2m+1 - V.ix)

by (1.6). Here, V.ix) is an element of 7rm_2. Substituting this into (3.8), we obtain

(3.9) ¿ F.x" = -î- ~~^, - TT Vix),   where V'x) E *_.,.
tT^i 2m (1 — x) 2m

Evidently, V(x) is such as to cancel the first m — 1 terms of the power series expansion

of the first term on the right side.

The relations (2.5) may now be written as

n

(3.10) F„ =  2 B,sn-,    for n =■ m - 1.
r-0

We Wí2j Aere se/ecí the first m — I terms

(3.11) A>, «i, ••'• , Bm-2
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arbitrarily and determine the entire sequence iB,) recursively by (3.10). Equivalently,

we may select the m — 1 quantities F0, Fx, ■ ■ ■ , Fm_2, arbitrarily and determine (B,)

from the identity

(3.12) ¿ F.X- = (¿ S,x')(¿ S.X')-

By (3.4) and (3.9), we have

co

(3.13) Z s.x' = n2m-xix)/il - x)m,
0

and

/-, i a\ X^ p   •■ H2m(x)
(3.14) ¿_, F.x   = — —-t^tt — — Uix),

o 2m il — x) 2m

where 1/is an arbitrary element of irm_2. Solving (3.12) for ^ÔB.x", we obtain the

following:

Theorem 2.    The coefficients iB.) of the most general functional

(3.15) Rf =   f   /(*) rfx - ¿ Ä./60,
Jo 0

r/zaf vanishes for the functions of the sequence

(3.16) cr(x - n)        (« = 0, 1,2, •••),

are the expansion coefficients of

co

(3.17) Rmix) =  Z B.x
0

wAere

m8x wr^ =_n2m(x) jx-xTujx)
K       } *W       2m(l - x)n2m_,(x) 2mn2m_1(x)

T/ere, i/(x) is an arbitrary element ofirm-2.

4. Determining the Coefficients H.im).   This will be done by requiring the coeffi-

cients (B,) of (3.17) to satisfy (7) or

(4.1) B, = 0(l)    as«--» ».

The order of magnitude of the B. for large v is controlled by the location of the

poles of the rational function Rm(x). Let us first transform its expression slightly.

From the recurrence relation (1.5), we find that

n2m(x) = (i + (2m - Dx)n2m_,(x) + x(i - x)n2m_!(x),

and, substituting into (3.18), we obtain that

ía *>\ d i \       1 + (2m — l)x        xIIL-i(x) (1 — x)m
(4.2) Rmix) = —-—-h t—=-t— - t—=-— Uix).

2m(l — x) 2mII2m_i(x)      2mII2m-i(x)

From (1.7) we know that the 2m — 1 zeros X, of It^-^x) are simple and negative.

Also, that LT2m_i(x) is a reciprocal polynomial, whence the relations X!X2m_2  =
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Xa-W-s =  • ■ •  =  Xm_iXm = 1. It follows that these zeros satisfy the inequalities

(4.3) X2„_2 < ■ • • < X„ < -1 < X»_, < • • • < X, < 0.

Let

(4.4) Uix) = a0 + uix + • • • + am_2xm~2.

It is now easy to decompose Rj(x) into partial fractions. Observing that Rm(x) is

regular at x = », we find that

Rm(A) =  -7T + 7~ (-l)m+1am_2 + —--
,. _„ 2m      2m 1 — x
(4.5)

_1_ 2y  _ A,_1_ 2y       Uj\,)jl   - \.T

2m    i    x — X,       2m    x    'x — X,)II2m_i(X,)

From (4.3) we see that the poles X,, • • • , Xm_! are inside the unit circle, while Xm, • • • ,

X2m_2 are outside. Also, x = 1 is a simple pole, by (4.5). It follows that (4.1) will

hold if and only if the polynomial t/(x) can be so chosen that the inside poles \x, • ■ • ,

Xm_i cancel out, i.e., their residues vanish. An inspection of (4.5) shows this to be

the case if and only if U(x) satisfies the equations

(4.6) Ui\y) = XJlL-iiAT-Xl - X„rm       iv = I, ■■■ ,m - I).

We see that Uix) exists uniquely, because (4.6) describes an ordinary Lagrange

interpolation problem. This establishes

Theorem 3.    There is a unique Q.F.

(4.7) f   f(x) dx =  ¿ H,m)m + Rf
Jo a

having bounded coefficients and which is exact for the sequence of functions a(x — n)

(n = 0, 1, • • •). Its coefficients are given by the expansion

co

(4.8) Rm(x) =  2 77:mV        (|*| < 1).
0

Here

Rmix) =  --^- + r^- i-l)m+1am-2 +

(4.9)
2m      2m 1

2,11-2

+ _L vf ,Kx.
2m y.m  { " IW^X,,)     J x — X, '

where Uix) = am_2xm~2 + lower degree terms, is the solution of the interpolation

problem (4.6).

In order to complete a proof of Theorem 1, we are still to show that the remainder

functional Rf of the formula (4.7) satisfies the condition (10) of Theorem 1. For a

proof of this, we refer to [5, Section 5].

5. Final Computational Details. We return to the rational function RJ,x), defined

hy (4.9), that generates the H,(m) by (4.8). For even moderately large values of m,

the zero X, is small and its reciprocal X2m_2 is correspondingly large (e.g., for m = 7,

we find that \x =  —.0001251). It is therefore important from the computational
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point of view to express the right side of (4.9) in terms of the zeros X1( • • • , Xm_,.

This is easily done by the following device: We define the new polynomials U* and

n2»,-i* by setting

(5.1) u*ix) = xm-2uix-\     n2*m_i(x) = *2-snL-i(*_1).

In terms of these polynomials, (4.9) becomes

(5.2) «'»■c + ïéï + lftîrc.
where

(5.3) C = -¿ + 7T (-l)m+1«m-2,
2m       2m

(5-4)        c' = 2^\    n2v.(x,)     "V      fr-l.-.«-i>-

Expanding the right side of (5.2) in powers of x and using (4.8), we obtain

Corollary 1.    The coefficients of the semicardinal Q.F. (11) have the values

m-l

(5.5) 77<m) = C + 1 + Ya C„
» — I

(5.6) 77<m) = 1 +1tc,\i        (j= 1,2, •••),
v-l

wAere C an*/ C„ are g/uen tVy (5.3), (5.4).

It is convenient to define

(5.7) h{0m) = H0m) - h       h{,m) = 77Í"" - 1        (J à 1),

and to write the Q.F. (11) in the form

(5.8) [   fix) dx= T+ ¿ h,a)fiv) + Ä/,
Jo y-0

where J stands for the trapezoidal sum

(5.9) T = i/(0) + ¿ fiv).
i

From (5.5), (5.6) and in view of (5.7), we obtain that

(5.10) hlm) = C + ^ + ltcy,

(5.11) h(r} = YaCX    a= i,2, •••).
»=i

6. The Case m = 1 of Cubic Splines. We mention this case separately because

the results are explicit and also because, for this case, Meyers and Sard established

their conjecture. From our formulae (4.4), (4.6), (5.3) to (5.6), we easily find that

X, =  -2 + V3,        a0 -  -h/3.        C =  ~3^ V3 ,        Cx =  -|,
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and therefore

t42)
3 + V3

12
77,2 i - íx;     o = i,2, ■■■).

These agree with the values given by Meyers and Sard. For references to the work

of Meyers and Sard, see [3].

II. Numerical Results.

7. The Polynomials n2m_i(x) and Their Zeros for m = 1,3, ,7.

m = 2:   n   (x) = x   + 4x + 1

-.26794     91924      31123

-3.73205      08075      68877

43 2
m = 3:   n  (x) = x   + 26x   + 66x   + 26x + 1

5

-.04309 62882 03264      7

-.43057 53470 99974

-2.32247 38869 40428

■23.20385 44777 56334

m = 4:   H  (X) = X   + 120x5 + 1191x4 + 2416x3 + 1191x2 + l20x + !

-.00914 86948 09608      28

-.12255 46151 92326      69

-.53528 04307 96438       17

-1.86817 96353 21453

-8.15962 74316 6127 1

109.30520 91922 18903
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8

= 5:   n   (x)=  £  Cy

0

1 = °0 = C8

502 - c. = c

14    608   - c    =c,
2 o

88     234    = c, = cE
3 5

156     190

-.00212 13069 03180       8184

-.04322 26085 40481       7521

-.20175 05201 93153       2388

-.60799 73891 68625      78

-1.64474 39048 50311

-4.95661 67117 81528

-23.13603 99977 57483

-47 1.407 50 7 5608 0 5236

10

m = 6:   nn(x) = £  oV 1 = C0 = C10

2    0 36 = c, = c

152    637 = o, = c„

2     20 3     438 = c    = c

9     738     114 = c„ = C,
4        6

15     7 24     248 = cr
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

-.00051 0557 5 34446      60206

-.01666 96273 66234     65610

-.08975 95997 93713      30994

-.27218 03492 94785      88569

-.66126 60689 00734      70691

-1.51225 05857 02007

-3.67403 45237 66984

-11.14086 96373 22505

-59.98934 33746 19208

-1958.64311 56756 99381

-v: nljW.{«/ 1  =C0=C12

8     178 = c   = c, ,
1        H

1     479    726=c2 = c10

45     533     450 = c^ = c

423     281      535 = c.  = c.
4 8

1 505     621     508 = c„ = a,
5 i

2 27 5     17 2     004 = c.

1 -.00012 51001 13214      4187J        596

2 -.00673 80314 15244      91399      848

3 -.04321 38667 40363      66964      776

4 -.13890 11131 94319      43021

5 -.33310 72329 30623       59248

6 -.70189 42518 16807      86245

7 -1.42471 60414 99933

8 -3.00203 62848 38854

9 -7.19936 63477 77381

10 -23.14072 02231 67524

11 -148.41129 97362 23031

12 -7993.59788 17702 82704
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8. The Numerical Values of h0(m) = 7/0(m) - §, A,(m) = H,im) - 1 (; = 1),

form = 1,3, ■■■ ,7. We have written the Q.F. (11) in the form (5.8), (5.9), where the
coefficients h,im) are defined by (5.7). Below we give the values of the coefficients

C, C¡, • ■ ■ , C„_!, appearing in the formulae (5.10), (5.11), which were used through-

out the computation. The corresponding X„ for each m, are known from Section 7.

m = 2:   C = -. 10566       24327      02594

C,  = -. 50000      00000      00000

io9 . h¡2> io9 . h'2) io9. h!2) io9 . hj2)

■ 105   662 433

133   974 596

-35   898 385

9   618 943

■2   577 388

690 609

-185 048

49 583

■13   286

3   560

-954

256

-68

18

-5

1

m = 3:     C = -1.55683     40723     44085

C, =    1.61253    86058     42966

C, =   -.69966    76766    67689

io9 • h(;>

-143 963 143

231 765 224

-126 7 20 C28

55 723 001

-24 042 963

10 354 462

-4 458 469

io9-h'3'

1   919 711

-826 580

355 905

-153 244

65 983

-28 411

12 233

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

109  - h,3)

-5   267

2   268

-977

420

-181

78

-34

io9.h(3>
_J_

m = 4:        C =    29.79116     16580    89087

14

-6

. 3

-1

C    =-34.33080     08334     22275

C    =      5.03831     17952     59740

C    =    -1. 16658     41207     39341
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IO9 ■ h¡4) io9 . h¡4> io9.hj(4) io9.h<4»

-167 911 501

321 063 307

-261 455 521

169 672 663

-94 636 306

51 125 936

-27 424 202

14 686 684

-7 862 358

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

4   208 67 2

-2   232 833

1    205 899

-645 494

345 520

-184 950

99 000

-52 993

28 366

-15   184

8   128

-4   351

2   329

-1   247

667

-357

191

-102

54

-29

16

-8

4

-2

1

m = 5:      C = -1185.60066   69187   87416

C,  =    1278.39413   47945   01574

C    =    -104.82413   90602   21726

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

C3 =

io9 - h<5>
1

13.49945   93367    63573

-2.15378    46634   43702

IO9 • h¡5)

-184   996 511

404   878 934

-436   776 761

381    665 032

-27 2   313 30 2

174   445 008

-107    886 251

65   963 996

-40    180 533

24   444 711

-14   866 358
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m = 6:     C=    75691.58329   09095     55732

C, = -78988.38815 48082 40699

C, = 3556.66826 01136 24533

C, =      -291.24484   63712    04503

34.93429    00662     62594

Cc = -4.25089   68338     221485

io9 - h¡6> io9 • hj6» io9.h¡6> io9.hj6>

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

-198   056 924

484   349 563

-649    567 27 3

718   914 116

-639   708 909

486   987 860

-341   365 669

231    172 876
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